OPERATOR EVOLVED GEAR - YOU ORDER, WE SHIP!

Products are manufactured to the highest
quality in the US and overseas.

Why become a Shellback Tactical dealer?
Products are available in Berry Compliant, Made in the
USA / GSA Compliant and Overseas
Brand with over 10 years of experience
Great margins for dealers
Low entry cost to become a dealer
Drop shipping available. We ship blind. Your customers
are yours not ours.
Dealer Support - weekly inventory feeds, discounted
shipping rates available, high res images provided
Fast fulfillment for dealer orders. Most ship
within 1 day.

Large inventory of all of our products readily
available at all times.
No more waiting for gear to service your customers,
You order - We Ship
We believe in protecting a Dealer of Record for dealers
actively working with an agency or unit.
Product spec sheets available. We are willing to
customize to your needs.
We push sales to our dealers with our website Dealer
Locator. Dealers may sell between MAP and MSRP.
Shellback will only sell DTC at MSRP.

Become A Shellback Tactical Dealer
Contact mike@shellbacktactical.com
Apply to become a dealer on our website

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM/become-a-shellback-dealer

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ELITE 2.0 PLATE CARRIER
COYOTE TAN
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality
plate carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for
protection, utility and mobility in a compact versatile design.
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier fits over soft body armor
and accommodates soft ballistic cummerbund inserts, soft
ballistic plate backers, level III and level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANELT-CT

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV hard
armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front, rear and shoulder areas
for comfort
Hypalon shoulders with slits for comms wires and
hydration tube
Integrated front admin and kangaroo pouch pocket
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund has 6 integrated pockets with bungee
retention, perfect for rifle magazines and radios
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft ballistic
armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures
with hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Quick release buckle in secondary securing
system located under cummerbund
Quick release buckles on shoulder straps
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 15 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ELITE 2.0 PLATE CARRIER
MULTICAM
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality
plate carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for
protection, utility and mobility in a compact versatile design.
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier fits over soft body armor
and accommodates soft ballistic cummerbund inserts, soft
ballistic plate backers, level III and level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANELT-MC

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV hard
armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front, rear and shoulder areas
for comfort
Hypalon shoulders with slits for comms wires and
hydration tube
Integrated front admin and kangaroo pouch pocket
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund has 6 integrated pockets with bungee
retention, perfect for rifle magazines and radios
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft ballistic
armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures
with hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Quick release buckle in secondary securing
system located under cummerbund
Quick release buckles on shoulder straps
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 15 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ELITE 2.0 PLATE CARRIER
BLACK
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality
plate carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for
protection, utility and mobility in a compact versatile design.
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier fits over soft body armor
and accommodates soft ballistic cummerbund inserts, soft
ballistic plate backers, level III and level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANELT-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV hard
armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front, rear and shoulder areas
for comfort
Hypalon shoulders with slits for comms wires and
hydration tube
Integrated front admin and kangaroo pouch pocket
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund has 6 integrated pockets with bungee
retention, perfect for rifle magazines and radios
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft ballistic
armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures
with hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Quick release buckle in secondary securing
system located under cummerbund
Quick release buckles on shoulder straps
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 15 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ELITE 2.0 PLATE CARRIER
ABU
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality
plate carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for
protection, utility and mobility in a compact versatile design.
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier fits over soft body armor
and accommodates soft ballistic cummerbund inserts, soft
ballistic plate backers, level III and level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANELT-ABU

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV hard
armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front, rear and shoulder areas
for comfort
Hypalon shoulders with slits for comms wires and
hydration tube
Integrated front admin and kangaroo pouch pocket
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund has 6 integrated pockets with bungee
retention, perfect for rifle magazines and radios
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft ballistic
armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures
with hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Quick release buckle in secondary securing
system located under cummerbund
Quick release buckles on shoulder straps
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 15 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ELITE 2.0 PLATE CARRIER
RANGER GREEN
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality
plate carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for
protection, utility and mobility in a compact versatile design.
The Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier fits over soft body armor
and accommodates soft ballistic cummerbund inserts, soft
ballistic plate backers, level III and level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Elite 2.0 Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANELT-RG

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV hard
armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front, rear and shoulder areas
for comfort
Hypalon shoulders with slits for comms wires and
hydration tube
Integrated front admin and kangaroo pouch pocket
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund has 6 integrated pockets with bungee
retention, perfect for rifle magazines and radios
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft ballistic
armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures
with hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Quick release buckle in secondary securing
system located under cummerbund
Quick release buckles on shoulder straps
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 15 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE RIFLE PLATE CARRIER
COYOTE TAN
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This ultra lightweight, low profile, high
quality plate carrier has great load carrying capacity.
Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact
lightweight design.
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier accommodates soft ballistic
cummerbund inserts, soft ballistic plate backers, level III and
level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANRIF-CT

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Adjustable and removable cummerbund
with interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 5 oz
Numerous PALS webbing attachment
points along the front, back and shoulders
for MOLLE pouches

Front and back real loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Padded, fully adjustable front, back and
shoulder areas
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Rear drag handle
Quick release buckle secondary securing system
Made in the USA
Berry compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE RIFLE PLATE CARRIER
MULTICAM
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This ultra lightweight, low profile, high
quality plate carrier has great load carrying capacity.
Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact
lightweight design.
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier accommodates soft ballistic
cummerbund inserts, soft ballistic plate backers, level III and
level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANRIF-MC

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Adjustable and removable cummerbund
with interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 5 oz
Numerous PALS webbing attachment
points along the front, back and shoulders
for MOLLE pouches

Front and back real loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Padded, fully adjustable front, back and
shoulder areas
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Rear drag handle
Quick release buckle secondary securing system
Made in the USA
Berry compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE RIFLE PLATE CARRIER
BLACK
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This ultra lightweight, low profile, high
quality plate carrier has great load carrying capacity.
Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact
lightweight design.
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier accommodates soft ballistic
cummerbund inserts, soft ballistic plate backers, level III and
level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANRIF-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Adjustable and removable cummerbund
with interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 5 oz
Numerous PALS webbing attachment
points along the front, back and shoulders
for MOLLE pouches

Front and back real loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Padded, fully adjustable front, back and
shoulder areas
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Rear drag handle
Quick release buckle secondary securing system
Made in the USA
Berry compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE RIFLE PLATE CARRIER
ABU
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This ultra lightweight, low profile, high
quality plate carrier has great load carrying capacity.
Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact
lightweight design.
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier accommodates soft ballistic
cummerbund inserts, soft ballistic plate backers, level III and
level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANRIF-ABU

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Adjustable and removable cummerbund
with interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 5 oz
Numerous PALS webbing attachment
points along the front, back and shoulders
for MOLLE pouches

Front and back real loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Padded, fully adjustable front, back and
shoulder areas
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Rear drag handle
Quick release buckle secondary securing system
Made in the USA
Berry compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE RIFLE PLATE CARRIER
RANGER GREEN
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This ultra lightweight, low profile, high
quality plate carrier has great load carrying capacity.
Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact
lightweight design.
The Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier accommodates soft ballistic
cummerbund inserts, soft ballistic plate backers, level III and
level IV hard armor plates.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Banshee Rifle Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-BANRIF-RG

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Adjustable and removable cummerbund
with interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 5 oz
Numerous PALS webbing attachment
points along the front, back and shoulders
for MOLLE pouches

Front and back real loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Padded, fully adjustable front, back and
shoulder areas
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Rear drag handle
Quick release buckle secondary securing system
Made in the USA
Berry compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PATRIOT PLATE CARRIER
COYOTE TAN
The Patriot Plate Carrier was designed to meet and exceed
the needs of law enforcement, military, and private military
operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality plate
carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact lightweight design.
The Patriot Plate Carrier works as a low vis covert type
carrier. There is no bulk to this carrier, and it can be worn and
concealed easily under a jacket even with level III soft armor.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Patriot
Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you
break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-PATPC-CT

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Padded in front, rear and shoulders areas
for comfort
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures with
hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 5 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PATRIOT PLATE CARRIER
MULTICAM
The Patriot Plate Carrier was designed to meet and exceed
the needs of law enforcement, military, and private military
operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality plate
carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact lightweight design.
The Patriot Plate Carrier works as a low vis covert type
carrier. There is no bulk to this carrier, and it can be worn and
concealed easily under a jacket even with level III soft armor.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Patriot
Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you
break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-PATPC-MC

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Padded in front, rear and shoulders areas
for comfort
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures with
hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 5 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PATRIOT PLATE CARRIER
BLACK
The Patriot Plate Carrier was designed to meet and exceed
the needs of law enforcement, military, and private military
operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality plate
carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact lightweight design.
The Patriot Plate Carrier works as a low vis covert type
carrier. There is no bulk to this carrier, and it can be worn and
concealed easily under a jacket even with level III soft armor.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Patriot
Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you
break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-PATPC-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Padded in front, rear and shoulders areas
for comfort
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures with
hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 5 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PATRIOT PLATE CARRIER
RANGER GREEN
The Patriot Plate Carrier was designed to meet and exceed
the needs of law enforcement, military, and private military
operators. This lightweight, low profile, high quality plate
carrier has great load carrying capacity. Designed for protection, utility and mobility in a compact lightweight design.
The Patriot Plate Carrier works as a low vis covert type
carrier. There is no bulk to this carrier, and it can be worn and
concealed easily under a jacket even with level III soft armor.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Patriot
Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you
break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-PATPC-RG

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
Padded in front, rear and shoulders areas
for comfort
Adjustable and removable cummerbund with
interior and exterior PALS webbing
Cummerbund sides accept 17” x 6” soft
ballistic armor inserts

Rear drag handle lays flat and secures with
hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 5 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummberbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes
Made in the USA
Berry Compliant

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
STEALTH LOW VIS PLATE CARRIER
COYOTE TAN
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This super low profile, light weight plate
carrier/armor carrier was built for low visability
and concealment.
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier can be concealed under
a jacket even while holding 10x12 Level III or Level IV hard
armor plates. It can also accept 10x12 soft armor style plate
backers if plates are not needed.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-STLTHPC-CT

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front and rear
for comfort
Adjustable hypalon shoulder straps
Integrated zippered admin pouch
Removable double rifle magazine
pouch included

Adjustable and removable cummerbund
Cummerbund has 4 integrated pockets, perfect
for rifle magazines and radios
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 7 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummerbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
STEALTH LOW VIS PLATE CARRIER
MULTICAM
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This super low profile, light weight plate
carrier/armor carrier was built for low visability
and concealment.
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier can be concealed under
a jacket even while holding 10x12 Level III or Level IV hard
armor plates. It can also accept 10x12 soft armor style plate
backers if plates are not needed.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-STLTHPC-MC

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front and rear
for comfort
Adjustable hypalon shoulder straps
Integrated zippered admin pouch
Removable double rifle magazine
pouch included

Adjustable and removable cummerbund
Cummerbund has 4 integrated pockets, perfect
for rifle magazines and radios
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 7 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummerbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
STEALTH LOW VIS PLATE CARRIER
BLACK
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This super low profile, light weight plate
carrier/armor carrier was built for low visability
and concealment.
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier can be concealed under
a jacket even while holding 10x12 Level III or Level IV hard
armor plates. It can also accept 10x12 soft armor style plate
backers if plates are not needed.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-STLTHPC-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front and rear
for comfort
Adjustable hypalon shoulder straps
Integrated zippered admin pouch
Removable double rifle magazine
pouch included

Adjustable and removable cummerbund
Cummerbund has 4 integrated pockets, perfect
for rifle magazines and radios
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 7 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummerbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
STEALTH LOW VIS PLATE CARRIER
RANGER GREEN
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier was designed to meet and
exceed the needs of law enforcement, military, and private
military operators. This super low profile, light weight plate
carrier/armor carrier was built for low visability
and concealment.
The Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier can be concealed under
a jacket even while holding 10x12 Level III or Level IV hard
armor plates. It can also accept 10x12 soft armor style plate
backers if plates are not needed.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the
Stealth Low Vis Plate Carrier comes with a 100% lifetime
guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free
of charge.

SBT-STLTHPC-RG

SPECIFICATIONS:
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Will accept up to 10” x 12” Level III or IV
hard armor plates
3D Mesh padding in front and rear
for comfort
Adjustable hypalon shoulder straps
Integrated zippered admin pouch
Removable double rifle magazine
pouch included

Adjustable and removable cummerbund
Cummerbund has 4 integrated pockets, perfect
for rifle magazines and radios
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
Front and back loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Empty carrier weight - 1 lb 7 oz
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummerbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types and sizes

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ULTIMATE SHOULDER PADS
COYOTE
The Banshee Ultimate Shoulder Pads are engineered with
utmost breathability using top of the line materials. Highly
padded for added comfort, these shoulder pads will give your
shoulder’s relief from heavy loads.
Although made for the Banshee they will fit most plate carriers
available. This is a great ergonomic addition to all vests and
will help distribute the weight that causes fatigue and pain.
These shoulder pads are a worthwhile upgrade especially
when wearing your carrier with soft armor, plates and loaded
magazines.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Banshee
Ultimate Shoulder Pads come with a 100% lifetime guarantee.
If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-SPA2-CT

SPECIFICATIONS:
For additional comfort while wearing a loaded
out plate carrier
Will fit most plate carriers
3D spacer mesh - Breathable & lightweight

Compatible with most plate carriers
Highly padded for all day wear
Advanced breathable materials

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ULTIMATE SHOULDER PADS
MULTICAM
The Banshee Ultimate Shoulder Pads are engineered with
utmost breathability using top of the line materials. Highly
padded for added comfort, these shoulder pads will give your
shoulder’s relief from heavy loads.
Although made for the Banshee they will fit most plate carriers
available. This is a great ergonomic addition to all vests and
will help distribute the weight that causes fatigue and pain.
These shoulder pads are a worthwhile upgrade especially
when wearing your carrier with soft armor, plates and loaded
magazines.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Banshee
Ultimate Shoulder Pads come with a 100% lifetime guarantee.
If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-SPA2-MC

SPECIFICATIONS:
For additional comfort while wearing a loaded
out plate carrier
Will fit most plate carriers
3D spacer mesh - Breathable & lightweight

Compatible with most plate carriers
Highly padded for all day wear
Advanced breathable materials

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ULTIMATE SHOULDER PADS
RANGER GREEN
The Banshee Ultimate Shoulder Pads are engineered with
utmost breathability using top of the line materials. Highly
padded for added comfort, these shoulder pads will give your
shoulder’s relief from heavy loads.
Although made for the Banshee they will fit most plate carriers
available. This is a great ergonomic addition to all vests and
will help distribute the weight that causes fatigue and pain.
These shoulder pads are a worthwhile upgrade especially
when wearing your carrier with soft armor, plates and loaded
magazines.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Banshee
Ultimate Shoulder Pads come with a 100% lifetime guarantee.
If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-SPA2-RG

SPECIFICATIONS:
For additional comfort while wearing a loaded
out plate carrier
Will fit most plate carriers
3D spacer mesh - Breathable & lightweight

Compatible with most plate carriers
Highly padded for all day wear
Advanced breathable materials

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

CUT

CURVE

WEIGHT

HEIGHT

WIDTH

THREAT LEVEL

ARMOR MODEL

Polyethylene

ESAPI/SAPI

Single

1.47 lbs

12”

10”

IIIA

#0226

Polyethylene

ESAPI/SAPI

Single

2.53 lbs

12”

10”

IIIA+

#1003

NIJ 0101.06
Certified

Polyethylene

ESAPI/SAPI

Single

3.30 lbs

12”

10”

III

#1078

NIJ 0101.06
Certified

Polyethylene

ESAPI/SAPI

Single

3.00 lbs

12”

10”

III

#1088

NIJ 0101.06
Certified

Ceramic/Poly

ESAPI/SAPI

Single

8.30 lbs

12”

10”

IV

#1155

NIJ 0101.06
Certified

Ceramic/Poly

ESAPI/SAPI

Single

6.90 lbs

12”

10”

IV

#1189

Compliant

SIC Ceramic/
Poly

ESAPI/SAPI

Single

4.40 lbs

12”

10”

IV

#1199

CONSTRUCTION
Compliant

5 Year

Compliant

5 Year

NIJ CERTIFICATION

10 Year

5 Year

5 Year

5 Year

7.62x63 M2AP

5 Year

WARRANTY

5.56x45 (XM 193)

7.62x54R API

.223
5.56x45
7.62x39
7.62x51 M80 NATO

.223 Ball

.223
5.56x45
7.62x39
7.62x51 M80 NATO

.45

M855/SS109

.223
5.56x45
m855/SS109
7.62x39
7.62x51 M80 NATO
7.62x54R API
7.62x63 M2AP

.44

7.62x51 M80 NATO

.223
5.56x45
m855/SS 109
7.62x39
7.62x51 M80 NATO
7.62x54R API
7.62x63 M2AP

.40 S&W

7.62x39 Ball

.223
5.56x45
m855/SS109
7.62x39
7.62x51 M80 NATO
7.62x54R API
7.62x63 M2AP

.38

.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45

BULLET
PROTECTION

9MM

.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 Ball
5.56x45 (XM193)
7.62x39 Ball

IV
III
IIIA+
IIIA

.357 SIG FMJ

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL III 10X12 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE PLATE (MODEL 1078)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical model 1078 level III plate is designed
to defeat rifle rounds up to 7.62 x 51 FMJ. This plate is
constructed of ultra high weight molecular polyethylene
(UHWMP) and weighs in at only 3.3lbs for increased mobility.
The Shellback Tactical Prevail Series model 1078 level III
plate is NIJ 0101.06 Certified and exceeds all NIJ certification
requirements.

SBT-1078-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1078 Level III Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ III
10”W x 12”L x 1.3”W
Weight 3.3 lbs
Single Curve
ESAPI/SAPI cut
Polyethylene construction
600 Denier water resistant cover
Positive Buoyancy
USA Made - Berry Compliant
5 Year Warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 BALL
5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
7.62 x 39 BALL
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL III 10X12 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE PLATE (MODEL 1088)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical Prevail Series Level III Hard Body
Armor Plate was specifically engineered with the United
States Navy and Marine Corps in mind. This Level III Hard
Body Armor Plate with its single-curve design is buoyant and
weighing just under 3 pounds. The Level III hard body armor
plate will defend against multiple 7.62x51 FMJ and all small
arms munitions.

SBT-1088-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1088 Level III Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level III
10” W x 12” L X 1” D
Weight 3.0lbs
Single curve
SAPI/ESAPI cut
Lightweight polyethylene
Positive buoyancy
Multi-Hit Rated (M80 FMJ Nato)
600 Denier water resistant cover
USA Made - Berry Compliant
5 Year warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 BALL
5.56X45 (XM 193)
7.62 X 39 BALL
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL IIIA 10X12 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE PLATE (MODEL 0226)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical model 0226 level IIIA speed plate is
designed to provide protection against handgun rounds.
This super light weight plate weighs in at 1.5 lbs and is only
1/2 inch thick. It is perfect to wear in conjunction with your
soft body armor, standalone in a vest, ballistic shirt or even
in backpack!

SBT-0226-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 0226 Level IIIA Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IIIA
10”W x 12”L x .5”D
Plate weight - 1.5lbs
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Single Curve
Constructed with Polyethylene
Water resistant 600 Denier nylon cover
Positive Buoyancy
Berry Complaint
Made in the USA
5 Year Ballistics Warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL IIIA+ 10X12 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE PLATE (MODEL 1003)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical model 1003 level IIIA+ special rifle
threat plate is designed to stop the most common rifle rounds
on the market today. This super light weight plate weighs
in at just 2.53lbs which makes this plate one of the lightest
plates on the market.

SBT-1003-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1033 Level IIIA+ Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ IIIA+
10”W x 12”L x .8”D
Weight 2.53LBS
Single Curve
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Polyethylene Design
600 Denier water resistant cover
Positive Buoyancy
Multi Hit Rated
USA Made - Berry Compliant
5 Year Warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 BALL
5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
7.62 x 39 BALL

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL IV 10X12 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE PLATE (MODEL 1155)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical Prevail Level IV Hard Body Armor Plate
(Model 1155) is a single-curve ballistic rifle plate designed to
withstand rigorous usage. The model 1155 hard body armor
plate was designed to protect the user in critical situations.
Wearing this Hard Body Armor Plate will instill confidence in
the user that at the end of the day they will go home to the
ones they love.

SBT-1155-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1155 Level IV Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
10” W x 12” L X 1” D
Weight 8.3lbs
Single Curve
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Monolithic Ceramic and Polyethylene
Multi-Hit Rated (30.06 m2ap)
600 Denier water resistant cover
USA Made - Berry Compliant
10 Year warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 BALL

5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
7.62 x 39 BALL
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
M855/SS109
7.62 x 54R API
7.62 x 63 M2AP

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL IV 6X6 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE SIDE PLATE (MODEL 1155SP)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical model 1155SP side plate provides level
IV protection for the side of your body. This plate provides
protection for rifle and handgun rounds. It fits perfectly in the
Shellback Tactical side plate pouches that can be purchased
separately to put on your plate carrier. Don’t settle for just
front and back ballistic protection.

SBT-1155SP-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1155SP Level IV Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
6”W x 6”L x 1”D
Plate weight - 2.47 LBS
Constructed of monolithic ceramic and polyethylene
Single Plate
600 Denier nylon water resistant cover
Berry compliant
USA Made
10 Year warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 BALL

5.56X45 (XM 193)
7.62 X 39 BALL
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
M855/SS109
7.62x54R API
7.62x63 M2AP

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL IV 10X12 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE PLATE (MODEL 1189)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical Prevail Level IV Model 1189 Hard Body
Armor Plate is a single-curve ballistic rifle plate designed to
withstand rigorous usage. Wearing this Hard Body Armor
Plate will instill confidence in the user that at the end of the
day they will go home to the ones they love.

SBT-1189-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1189 Level IV Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
10” W x 12” L X 1” D
Weight 6.9lbs
Single Curve
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Patented Ceramic and Polyethylene
Multi-Hit Rated (30.06 m2ap)
600 Denier water resistant cover
USA Made - Berry Compliant
5 Year Warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 BALL

5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
7.62 x 39 BALL
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
M855/SS109
7.62x54R API
7.62x63 M2AP

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
PREVAIL SERIES LEVEL IV 10X12 HARD ARMOR
STAND ALONE PLATE (MODEL 1199)
NIJ 0101.06 CERTIFIED
The Shellback Tactical Prevail Series Level IV Model 1199
Hard Armor Plate is the lightest level IV plate on the market.
The Model 1199 provides ultimate protection against rifle
rounds up to 7.62 x 63 M2AP and weighs in at only 4.4lbs.
Most lightweight level IV plates use monolthic ceramic which
spiderwebs at impact - causing decreased capability to stop
multiple impacts. The Shellback Tactical Model 1199 uses
a patented tile array that stops the spiderweb effect and
mitigates the damage and intergity to the rest of this level
IV plate.

SBT-1199-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1199 Level IV Armor Plate
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ IV
10”W x 12”L x .8”W
Weight 4.4lbs
Single Curve
ESAPI/SAPI cut
Patented Ceramic and Polyethylene construction
600 Denier water resistant cover
USA Made - Berry Compliant
5 Year Warranty

Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ
9MM
.38
.40 S&W
.44
.45
.223 BALL

5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
7.62 x 39 BALL
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
M855/SS109
7.62x54R API
7.62x63 M2AP
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE SIDE ARMOR PLATE POCKETS
COYOTE
The Banshee Side Plate Pockets allow you to add side armor
body protection to your plate carrier. The plate pockets will
fit 6x6 or 6x8 side plates - Level III or Level IV as well as soft
armor inserts. The MOLLE compatible pocket will fit onto the
inner cummerbund of our Banshee Series of Plate Carriers,
Patriot PC and most other brands of plate carriers that have
PALS webbing on the inner cummerbund.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Banshee
Side Armor Plate Pockets come with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-BSPP-CT

SPECIFICATIONS:
Accepts soft armor and side plates
Pouch flap adjusts inside to fit 6x6 plates
and out for 6x8 plates
Velcro hook and loop secure flap

Made In the USA
Easy pull tab for quick access
Use with most plate carrier cummerbunds

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE SIDE ARMOR PLATE POCKETS
MULTICAM
The Banshee Side Plate Pockets allow you to add side armor
body protection to your plate carrier. The plate pockets will
fit 6x6 or 6x8 side plates - Level III or Level IV as well as soft
armor inserts. The MOLLE compatible pocket will fit onto the
inner cummerbund of our Banshee Series of Plate Carriers,
Patriot PC and most other brands of plate carriers that have
PALS webbing on the inner cummerbund.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Banshee
Side Armor Plate Pockets come with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-BSPP-MC

SPECIFICATIONS:
Accepts soft armor and side plates
Pouch flap adjusts inside to fit 6x6 plates
and out for 6x8 plates
Velcro hook and loop secure flap

Made In the USA
Easy pull tab for quick access
Use with most plate carrier cummerbunds

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE SIDE ARMOR PLATE POCKETS
BLACK
The Banshee Side Plate Pockets allow you to add side armor
body protection to your plate carrier. The plate pockets will
fit 6x6 or 6x8 side plates - Level III or Level IV as well as soft
armor inserts. The MOLLE compatible pocket will fit onto the
inner cummerbund of our Banshee Series of Plate Carriers,
Patriot PC and most other brands of plate carriers that have
PALS webbing on the inner cummerbund.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Banshee
Side Armor Plate Pockets come with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-BSPP-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Accepts soft armor and side plates
Pouch flap adjusts inside to fit 6x6 plates
and out for 6x8 plates
Velcro hook and loop secure flap

Made In the USA
Easy pull tab for quick access
Use with most plate carrier cummerbunds

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE SIDE ARMOR PLATE POCKETS
RANGER GREEN
The Banshee Side Plate Pockets allow you to add side armor
body protection to your plate carrier. The plate pockets will
fit 6x6 or 6x8 side plates - Level III or Level IV as well as soft
armor inserts. The MOLLE compatible pocket will fit onto the
inner cummerbund of our Banshee Series of Plate Carriers,
Patriot PC and most other brands of plate carriers that have
PALS webbing on the inner cummerbund.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Banshee
Side Armor Plate Pockets come with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-BSPP-RG

SPECIFICATIONS:
Accepts soft armor and side plates
Pouch flap adjusts inside to fit 6x6 plates
and out for 6x8 plates
Velcro hook and loop secure flap

Made In the USA
Easy pull tab for quick access
Use with most plate carrier cummerbunds

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

TOUGH HOOK HANGER
TAN
The Tough Hook hanger is built to carry 150lb+ using
I-Beam construction, making it the strongest hanger
on the market. Guarenteed to never bend or break,
the Tough Hook hanger can hold fully loaded plate
carriers, backpacks and more.
Secure your gear with the opposing hooks on the
ends of the hanger. Easily transport your gear from
your storage area to the field with the large handle
located on the opposite side of the hook.
Your gear is important, keep your gear off the ground
with Tough Hooks.

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

100% Lifetime Warranty
Rigid I-Beam construction won’t bend or sag
150+lbs Load Capacity
Integrated handle for easy carrying
Wide shoulders and opposing hooks keep
gear secure

• Great for body armor, tactical vests, scuba
gear, motorcycle gear, backpacks, and more
• Durable high impact Polypropylene Plastic
• Made in the USA
• Berry Compliant

TOUGH HOOK HANGER
BLACK
The Tough Hook hanger is built to carry 150lb+ using
I-Beam construction, making it the strongest hanger
on the market. Guarenteed to never bend or break,
the Tough Hook hanger can hold fully loaded plate
carriers, backpacks and more.
Secure your gear with the opposing hooks on the
ends of the hanger. Easily transport your gear from
your storage area to the field with the large handle
located on the opposite side of the hook.
Your gear is important, keep your gear off the ground
with Tough Hooks.

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

100% Lifetime Warranty
Rigid I-Beam construction won’t bend or sag
150+lbs Load Capacity
Integrated handle for easy carrying
Wide shoulders and opposing hooks keep
gear secure

• Great for body armor, tactical vests, scuba
gear, motorcycle gear, backpacks, and more
• Durable high impact Polypropylene Plastic
• Made in the USA
• Berry Compliant

TOUGH HOOK HANGER
GREY
The Tough Hook hanger is built to carry 150lb+ using
I-Beam construction, making it the strongest hanger
on the market. Guarenteed to never bend or break,
the Tough Hook hanger can hold fully loaded plate
carriers, backpacks and more.
Secure your gear with the opposing hooks on the
ends of the hanger. Easily transport your gear from
your storage area to the field with the large handle
located on the opposite side of the hook.
Your gear is important, keep your gear off the ground
with Tough Hooks.

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

100% Lifetime Warranty
Rigid I-Beam construction won’t bend or sag
150+lbs Load Capacity
Integrated handle for easy carrying
Wide shoulders and opposing hooks keep
gear secure

• Great for body armor, tactical vests, scuba
gear, motorcycle gear, backpacks, and more
• Durable high impact Polypropylene Plastic
• Made in the USA
• Berry Compliant

TOUGH HOOK HANGER
GREEN
The Tough Hook hanger is built to carry 150lb+ using
I-Beam construction, making it the strongest hanger
on the market. Guarenteed to never bend or break,
the Tough Hook hanger can hold fully loaded plate
carriers, backpacks and more.
Secure your gear with the opposing hooks on the
ends of the hanger. Easily transport your gear from
your storage area to the field with the large handle
located on the opposite side of the hook.
Your gear is important, keep your gear off the ground
with Tough Hooks.

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

100% Lifetime Warranty
Rigid I-Beam construction won’t bend or sag
150+lbs Load Capacity
Integrated handle for easy carrying
Wide shoulders and opposing hooks keep
gear secure

• Great for body armor, tactical vests, scuba
gear, motorcycle gear, backpacks, and more
• Durable high impact Polypropylene Plastic
• Made in the USA
• Berry Compliant

TOUGH HOOK HANGER
RED
The Tough Hook hanger is built to carry 150lb+ using
I-Beam construction, making it the strongest hanger
on the market. Guarenteed to never bend or break,
the Tough Hook hanger can hold fully loaded plate
carriers, backpacks and more.
Secure your gear with the opposing hooks on the
ends of the hanger. Easily transport your gear from
your storage area to the field with the large handle
located on the opposite side of the hook.
Your gear is important, keep your gear off the ground
with Tough Hooks.

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

100% Lifetime Warranty
Rigid I-Beam construction won’t bend or sag
150+lbs Load Capacity
Integrated handle for easy carrying
Wide shoulders and opposing hooks keep
gear secure

• Great for body armor, tactical vests, scuba
gear, motorcycle gear, backpacks, and more
• Durable high impact Polypropylene Plastic
• Made in the USA
• Berry Compliant

TOUGH HOOK HANGER
YELLOW
The Tough Hook hanger is built to carry 150lb+ using
I-Beam construction, making it the strongest hanger
on the market. Guarenteed to never bend or break,
the Tough Hook hanger can hold fully loaded plate
carriers, backpacks and more.
Secure your gear with the opposing hooks on the
ends of the hanger. Easily transport your gear from
your storage area to the field with the large handle
located on the opposite side of the hook.
Your gear is important, keep your gear off the ground
with Tough Hooks.

SPECIFICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

100% Lifetime Warranty
Rigid I-Beam construction won’t bend or sag
150+lbs Load Capacity
Integrated handle for easy carrying
Wide shoulders and opposing hooks keep
gear secure

• Great for body armor, tactical vests, scuba
gear, motorcycle gear, backpacks, and more
• Durable high impact Polypropylene Plastic
• Made in the USA
• Berry Compliant

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
DEFENDER ACTIVE SHOOTER NYLON KIT
BLACK
The Defender Active Shooter Nylon Kit will prepare you for
an active shooter situation. This kit is packed with features Lightweight carrier, fully adjustable (One Size fits Most) and
wrapped up in one convenient carrying bag. For complete
protection, add your personal hard armor plates or purchase
a Shellback Prevail series plate set.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Defender
Active Shooter Nylon Kit comes with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-ACTSHOOT-BK

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Defender Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Fully Adjustable side straps and shoulders
One size fits most
Comes with integrated shoulder pads
Front and Back loop panels for hook placards
and patches
Two integrated kangaroo M4 magazine pouches
with bungee retention

One integrated tourniquet pouch market with a
red tab for easy identification
Padded spacer mesh interior to keep you cool
Drag handle on the rear
2 plate pockets that hold 10 x 12 shooter
cut plates
MOLLE webbing to allow additional pouches
to be added

Shellback Kit Carrying Bag Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Bag will hold Shellback Defender Plate Carrier,
plates and magazines
Two carrying straps
Loop panels for hook placard and patches
Zipper closure

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
DEFENDER ACTIVE SHOOTER ARMOR KIT
BLACK
The Shellback Tactical Defender Active Shooter Armor Kit is
your complete armored kit answer to being prepared for an
active shooter situation. This complete kit is packed with
features - Fully adjustable lightweight carrier, 2 Shellback
Prevail Series 1155 level IV armor plates and a convenient
carry bag for storage.
The Defender Active
Shooter Armor Kit
comes with a warranty
guarantee. If you break it,
we will fix it or replace it
free of charge.

SBT-ACTSHOOT-AR-BK

Lifetime Warranty
applies to carrier and
carry bag only.

10-Year Warranty
applies to armor plate
model 1155 only.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Defender Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Fully Adjustable side straps and shoulders
One size fits most
Comes with integrated shoulder pads
Front and Back loop panels for hook placards
and patches
Two integrated kangaroo M4 magazine pouches
with bungee retention
One integrated tourniquet pouch market with a
red tab for easy identification
Padded spacer mesh interior to keep you cool
Drag handle on the rear
2 plate pockets that hold 10 x 12 shooter
cut plates
MOLLE webbing to allow additional pouches
to be added

Shellback Kit Carrying Bag Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Bag will hold Shellback Defender Plate Carrier,
plates and magazines
Two carrying straps
Loop panels for hook placard and patches
Zipper closure
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1155 Level IV Armor Plates
Kit includes 2 plates
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
10”W x 12”L x 1”D
Plate Weight - 8.3LBS
Single Curved
Multi-Hit Rated
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Monolithic Ceramic and
Polyethylene construction

USA Made
10 Year Ballistic Warranty
Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ 5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
7.62 x 39 BALL
9MM
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
.38
M855/SS109
.40 S&W
7.62 x 54R API
.44
7.62 x 63 M2AP
.45
.223 BALL
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL
DEFENDER ACTIVE SHOOTER NYLON KIT
RED
The Defender Active Shooter Nylon Kit will prepare you for
an active shooter situation. This kit is packed with features Lightweight carrier, fully adjustable (One Size fits Most) and
wrapped up in one convenient carrying bag. For complete
protection, add your personal hard armor plates or purchase
a Shellback Prevail series plate set.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Defender
Active Shooter Nylon Kit comes with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-ACTSHOOT-RD

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Defender Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Fully Adjustable side straps and shoulders
One size fits most
Comes with integrated shoulder pads
Front and Back loop panels for hook placards
and patches
Two integrated kangaroo M4 magazine pouches
with bungee retention

One integrated tourniquet pouch market with a
red tab for easy identification
Padded spacer mesh interior to keep you cool
Drag handle on the rear
2 plate pockets that hold 10 x 12 shooter
cut plates
MOLLE webbing to allow additional pouches
to be added

Shellback Kit Carrying Bag Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Bag will hold Shellback Defender Plate Carrier,
plates and magazines
Two carrying straps
Loop panels for hook placard and patches
Zipper closure
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL
DEFENDER ACTIVE SHOOTER ARMOR KIT
RED
The Shellback Tactical Defender Active Shooter Armor Kit is
your complete armored kit answer to being prepared for an
active shooter situation. This complete kit is packed with
features - Fully adjustable lightweight carrier, 2 Shellback
Prevail Series 1155 level IV armor plates and a convenient
carry bag for storage.
The Defender Active
Shooter Armor Kit
comes with a warranty
guarantee. If you break it,
we will fix it or replace it
free of charge.

SBT-ACTSHOOT-AR-RD

Lifetime Warranty
applies to carrier and
carry bag only.

10-Year Warranty
applies to armor plate
model 1155 only.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Defender Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Fully Adjustable side straps and shoulders
One size fits most
Comes with integrated shoulder pads
Front and Back loop panels for hook placards
and patches
Two integrated kangaroo M4 magazine pouches
with bungee retention
One integrated tourniquet pouch market with a
red tab for easy identification
Padded spacer mesh interior to keep you cool
Drag handle on the rear
2 plate pockets that hold 10 x 12 shooter
cut plates
MOLLE webbing to allow additional pouches
to be added

Shellback Kit Carrying Bag Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Bag will hold Shellback Defender Plate Carrier,
plates and magazines
Two carrying straps
Loop panels for hook placard and patches
Zipper closure
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1155 Level IV Armor Plates
Kit includes 2 plates
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
10”W x 12”L x 1”D
Plate Weight - 8.3LBS
Single Curved
Multi-Hit Rated
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Monolithic Ceramic and
Polyethylene construction

USA Made
10 Year Ballistic Warranty
Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ 5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
9MM
7.62 x 39 BALL
.38
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
.40 S&W
M855/SS109
.44
7.62 x 54R API
.45
7.62 x 63 M2AP
.223 BALL
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL
DEFENDER ACTIVE SHOOTER NYLON KIT
RANGER GREEN
The Defender Active Shooter Nylon Kit will prepare you for
an active shooter situation. This kit is packed with features Lightweight carrier, fully adjustable (One Size fits Most) and
wrapped up in one convenient carrying bag. For complete
protection, add your personal hard armor plates or purchase
a Shellback Prevail series plate set.
Just like all other Shellback Tactical products, the Defender
Active Shooter Nylon Kit comes with a 100% lifetime guarantee. If you break it, we will fix it or replace it free of charge.

SBT-ACTSHOOT-RG

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Defender Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Fully Adjustable side straps and shoulders
One size fits most
Comes with integrated shoulder pads
Front and Back loop panels for hook placards
and patches
Two integrated kangaroo M4 magazine pouches
with bungee retention

One integrated tourniquet pouch market with a
red tab for easy identification
Padded spacer mesh interior to keep you cool
Drag handle on the rear
2 plate pockets that hold 10 x 12 shooter
cut plates
MOLLE webbing to allow additional pouches
to be added

Shellback Kit Carrying Bag Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Bag will hold Shellback Defender Plate Carrier,
plates and magazines
Two carrying straps
Loop panels for hook placard and patches
Zipper closure

SHELLBACKTACTICAL.COM

SHELLBACK TACTICAL
DEFENDER ACTIVE SHOOTER ARMOR KIT
RANGER GREEN
The Shellback Tactical Defender Active Shooter Armor Kit is
your complete armored kit answer to being prepared for an
active shooter situation. This complete kit is packed with
features - Fully adjustable lightweight carrier, 2 Shellback
Prevail Series 1155 level IV armor plates and a convenient
carry bag for storage.
The Defender Active
Shooter Armor Kit
comes with a warranty
guarantee. If you break it,
we will fix it or replace it
free of charge.

SBT-ACTSHOOT-AR-RG

Lifetime Warranty
applies to carrier and
carry bag only.

10-Year Warranty
applies to armor plate
model 1155 only.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Defender Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Fully Adjustable side straps and shoulders
One size fits most
Comes with integrated shoulder pads
Front and Back loop panels for hook placards
and patches
Two integrated kangaroo M4 magazine pouches
with bungee retention
One integrated tourniquet pouch market with a
red tab for easy identification
Padded spacer mesh interior to keep you cool
Drag handle on the rear
2 plate pockets that hold 10 x 12 shooter
cut plates
MOLLE webbing to allow additional pouches
to be added

Shellback Kit Carrying Bag Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Bag will hold Shellback Defender Plate Carrier,
plates and magazines
Two carrying straps
Loop panels for hook placard and patches
Zipper closure
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1155 Level IV Armor Plates
Kit includes 2 plates
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
10”W x 12”L x 1”D
Plate Weight - 8.3LBS
Single Curved
Multi-Hit Rated
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Monolithic Ceramic and
Polyethylene construction

USA Made
10 Year Ballistic Warranty
Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ 5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
9MM
7.62 x 39 BALL
.38
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
.40 S&W
M855/SS109
.44
7.62 x 54R API
.45
7.62 x 63 M2AP
.223 BALL
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ACTIVE SHOOTER ARMOR KIT
The Shellback Tactical Banshee Active Shooter Armor Kit is
a cost effective solution for active shooter preparation and
response. With protection against both hand gun and rifle
rounds, this kit includes one Banshee Plate Carrier of your
color choice as well as two Prevail 1155 Level IV Hard Armor
Plates. Banshee plate carriers are available in black, coyote,
multicam, and ranger green.
The Banshee Active
Shooter Armor Kit
comes with a warranty
guarantee. If you break it,
we will fix it or replace it
free of charge.

Lifetime Warranty
applies to carrier only.

SBT-BANRIF-ASK

10-Year Warranty
applies to armor plate
model 1155 only.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Banshee Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Front and rear plate pockets include two
Prevail 1155 Level IV plates
Adjustable and removable cummerbund
with interior and exterior PALS webbing
Removable Cummerbund with interior and
exterior PALS for side plates
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 5 oz
Numerous PALS webbing attachment
points along the front, back and shoulders
for MOLLE pouches
Front and back real loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Padded, fully adjustable front, back and
shoulder areas
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points

Rear drag handle
Quick release buckle secondary securing system
Made in the USA
Berry compliant
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1155 Level IV Armor Plates
Kit includes 2 plates
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
10”W x 12”L x 1”D
Plate Weight - 8.3LBS
Single Curved
Multi-Hit Rated
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Monolithic Ceramic and
Polyethylene construction

USA Made
10 Year Ballistic Warranty
Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ 5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
9MM
7.62 x 39 BALL
.38
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
.40 S&W
M855/SS109
.44
7.62 x 54R API
.45
7.62 x 63 M2AP
.223 BALL
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL
BANSHEE ELITE ACTIVE SHOOTER ARMOR KIT
The Shellback Tactical Banshee Elite Active Shooter Armor
Kit is a superior solution for active shooter preparation and
response. With protection against both hand gun and rifle
rounds, this kit includes one Banshee Elite Plate Carrier of
your color choice as well as two Prevail 1155 Level IV Hard
Armor Plates. Banshee Elite plate carriers are available in
black, coyote, multicam, and ranger green.
The Banshee Elite Active
Shooter Armor Kit
comes with a warranty
guarantee. If you break it,
we will fix it or replace it
free of charge.

Lifetime Warranty
applies to carrier only.

SBT-BANELT-ASK

10-Year Warranty
applies to armor plate
model 1155 only.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Banshee Elite Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets that include two
Prevail 1155 Level IV plates
3D Mesh padding for comfort and allows air flow
to keep you cool
Hypalon shoulder straps for radio wires and
hydration tubes
Rear drag handle lays flat and secures with
hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
for durability
Quick release buckles on shoulders for quick
on and off access
Cummerbund includes 6 integrated pockets with
bungee retention for magazines or radios
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummerbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types

Integrated admin pouch now has a gusseted
zipper pouch closure
Made in the USA
Berry compliant
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1155 Level IV Armor Plates
Kit includes 2 plates
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
NIJ Level IV
10”W x 12”L x 1”D
Plate Weight - 8.3LBS
Single Curved
Multi-Hit Rated
SAPI/ESAPI Cut
Monolithic Ceramic and
Polyethylene construction

USA Made
10 Year Ballistic Warranty
Rounds Defeated:
.357 SIG FMJ 5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
9MM
7.62 x 39 BALL
.38
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
.40 S&W
M855/SS109
.44
7.62 x 54R API
.45
7.62 x 63 M2AP
.223 BALL
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL BANSHEE
DEFENDER SYSTEM WITH LEVEL III 1078 ARMOR PLATES
The Shellback Tactical Banshee Defender System 1078 is
your complete lightweight armor solution. This kit combines
our most popular Banshee plate carrier with two 1078 level
III hard armor plates. The total weight for the entire kit
(carrier plus two plates) is only 9.2 LBS. The BDS 1078 is the
perfect kit for SWAT, SRT and tactical teams where mobility
is essential. Banshee plate carriers are available in black,
coyote, multicam, and ranger green.

SBT-BDS-1078

The Banshee Defender
System 1078 comes with
a warranty guarantee. If
you break it, we will fix
it or replace it free of
charge.

Lifetime Warranty
applies to carrier only.

5-Year Warranty
applies to armor plate
model 1078 only.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Banshee Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets load from
the bottom
Front and rear plate pockets include two
Prevail 1078 Level III plates
Adjustable and removable cummerbund
with interior and exterior PALS webbing
Removable Cummerbund with interior and
exterior PALS for side plates
Empty carrier weight - 2 lbs 5 oz
Numerous PALS webbing attachment
points along the front, back and shoulders
for MOLLE pouches
Front and back real loop panels for ID placards
and patches
Padded, fully adjustable front, back and
shoulder areas
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points

Rear drag handle
Quick release buckle secondary securing system
Made in the USA
Berry compliant
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1078 Level III Armor Plates
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
USA Made - Berry Compliant 600
NIJ III
Denier water resistant cover
10”W x 12”L x 1.3”W
Rounds Defeated:
Weight 3.3 lbs
.357 SIG FMJ .45
Single Curve
9MM
.223 BALL
ESAPI/SAPI cut
.38
5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
Polyethylene construction
.40 S&W
7.62 x 39 BALL
Positive Buoyancy
.44
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
5 Year Ballistic Warranty
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SHELLBACK TACTICAL BANSHEE ELITE
DEFENDER SYSTEM WITH LEVEL III 1078 ARMOR PLATES
The Shellback Tactical Banshee Elite Defender System
1078 is your ultimate lightweight armor solution with a total
combined weight of 9.6 LBS. This kit combines our most
advanced Banshee Elite plate carrier with two 1078 level
III hard armor plates. The BeDS 1078 is the perfect kit for
SWAT, SRT and tactical teams where mobility and function
is paramount. Banshee Elite plate carriers are available in
black, coyote, multicam, and ranger green.

SBT-BeDS-1078

The Banshee Defender
System 1078 comes with
a warranty guarantee. If
you break it, we will fix
it or replace it free of
charge.

Lifetime Warranty
applies to carrier only.

5-Year Warranty
applies to armor plate
model 1078 only.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Shellback Banshee Elite Plate Carrier Features
Made of 500 denier Cordura nylon
Front and rear plate pockets that include two
Prevail 1078 Level III plates
3D Mesh padding for comfort and allows air flow
to keep you cool
Hypalon shoulder straps for radio wires and
hydration tubes
Rear drag handle lays flat and secures with
hook and loop
Heavy duty bar tacking at key stress points
for durability
Quick release buckles on shoulders for quick
on and off access
Cummerbund includes 6 integrated pockets with
bungee retention for magazines or radios
Carrier is fully adjustable at cummerbund and
shoulder straps to fit all body types

Integrated admin pouch now has a gusseted
zipper pouch closure
Made in the USA
Berry compliant
Shellback Prevail Series Model 1078 Level III Armor Plates
NIJ 0101.06 Certified
USA Made - Berry Compliant 600
NIJ III
Denier water resistant cover
10”W x 12”L x 1.3”W
Rounds Defeated:
Weight 3.3 lbs
.357 SIG FMJ .45
Single Curve
9MM
.223 BALL
ESAPI/SAPI cut
.38
5.56 x 45 (XM 193)
Polyethylene construction
.40 S&W
7.62 x 39 BALL
Positive Buoyancy
.44
7.62 x 51 M80 Nato
5 Year Ballistic Warranty
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